ABSTRACT A sequence of 14 nucleotides in one human diversity (D) minigene (D2) is identical with a sequence in complementarity-determining region 2 (CDR2) ofone human gene for the variable region ofthe heavy chain ofimmunoglobulin. The finding that nucleotide segments present in a D minigene can appear in CDR2 raises the possibility that other minigene segments may be involved in the generation of antibody diversity and complementarity or that nucleotide segments may move from one CDR to another by a gene conversion mechanism.
Ten and five diversity (D) minigene segments for heavy-chain variable (VH) regions ofimmunoglobulins have been identified in the mouse (1, 2) and human (3) genomes, respectively. In the mouse some of the D minigenes code for portions of complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3); matches of 9 to 18 nucleotides with those ofassembled VH genes have been found. In both species, recombination signal sequences (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) are involved in assembly of complete VL and VH regions by V-J and V-D-J joining, respectively (L indicates light chain; J, joining segment). Most of the D segments have been identified with probes involving a nonamer, a 12-nucleotide spacer, and a heptamer 5' to the presumed coding sequence and a heptamer, a 12-nucleotide spacer, and a nonamer 3' to this sequence (1) (2) (3) . Thus the coding sequence may or may not be related to already known CDR3 segments, and indeed the four human D segments reported (3)-DV, D2, D3, and D4-do not correspond to any known CDR3 (9) .
Although many nucleotide sequences of mouse VH regions are known (1, 4, 5, 7, (10) (11) (12) , only one human genomic sequence, VH26, has been reported (6) . We translated the four D segments and their complementary strands in all three reading frames into amino acid sequences and compared them in our data bank with the known amino acid sequences of human and other species ofheavy chains (9) . One ofthe reading frames for the human D2 minigene gave the sequence Ser-Gly-Gly-Ser )Tyr, which matched with residues 53 to 58 of a translated amino acid sequence of VH26 (6) and of two VH chains of type III anti-pneumococcal antibody from rabbit 3381 (refs. 13 and 14; see also ref. 9) (antibodies 3381 and 3381-2). Although the sequence of antibody 3381-2 has not been completely determined, it differs from that ofantibody 3381 by serine replacing arginine at position 31 in CDR1. This sequence has not been reported in nonimmunoglobulins in Dayhoff's protein data bank (15) , nor has it been reported in immunoglobulin constant regions or light chains, or in HLA, H-2, Ia, and Thy-i antigens, complement, C-reactive protein, etc. (9, 15) . The D nucleotide sequences were then examined. Table 1 shows a stretch of 14 contiguous nucleotides identical in VH26 and D2 with the segment in solid boxes.
The location ofthis match is remarkable, because it is in the middle of the CDR2 (amino acids 50-65) of VH26. Moreover, 5' to this 14-nucleotide match (dashed boxes) there is T-A-T-T, the A-T-T of which codes for isoleucine, which is found frequently at position 51, occurring 42 times in 61 VH sequences in all species examined (9) . On the 3' side there is a T-A-C-T (dashed boxes), the T-A-C coding for tyrosine, which occurred in 21 of 62 reported VH chains at position 58 and in 55 of 63 chains at position 59 (9) . If the nucleotide sequences of unrelated genes from the Dayhoff (16) and Goad (17) data banks are compared with the 14-nucleotide stretch in D2, the best match, in the primary origin ofreplication, genes 1.1 and 1.2 ofthe complementary strand of bacteriophage T7, is 12 nucleotides broken up into segments of 10 and 2 by a mismatched nucleotide, and without the bracketing T-A-T-T and T-A-C-T. It is of interest that the VH chains of the mouse NPb family of heteroclitic monoclonal antibodies specific for (4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl have the largest number of base changes in CDR2; the reason for this is obscure and some or all of these might arise from a mechanism other than somatic (7) or a germline mutation.
Ifthese findings are not coincidental and additional instances occur as other VH gene and D minigene sequences become available, they could add additional facets to the already extraordinary complex of mechanisms hypothesized as involved in the generation ofantibody diversity. Thus this finding might be an instance of the insertion (18) or assortment (19, 20) 
